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Enjoying spectacular panoramic views, and located next to the
coveted Sperone Domaine, this stunning Villa is set in 7,000 m2
of private walled gardens. A short drive will take you to a private
path which will take you to a very beautiful beach and the
famous Sperone Golf course is only a few minutes’ drive. The
Villa is built from Red Cedar and stone with an abundance of
outdoor terraces and lawns for relaxation offering breathtaking
views from every angle.
This superb property offers the luxury of its own private helipad,
a full time housekeeper and a Chef to prepare meals. They will
cater to all your needs during your stay.
There is a beautiful 55 sq meter infinity pool and over 300 m2 of
outdoor terraces from where you can enjoy the sun rise over the
Islands of Cavalo and Lavezzi. A pretty gazebo on the highest
part of the property is perfect for the evening ‘sun downer’ while
soaking up the truly spectacular views. The gardens are
landscaped with olive trees, Mediterranean flowers, and there
are 1,500 m2 of beautifully tended lawns.
Indoors, everything has been appointed to the highest standards
with modern quality furnishings and high speed satellite internet.
The five large double guest rooms have teak interiors and
wooden floors, comfortable furniture, air conditioning, king size
quality beds, dressing rooms and en suite bathrooms They are
also equipped with Sonos music systems and flat screen TV's.
The mattresses and linens are all top quality and each bedroom
has its own very private location. Four of the bedrooms have sea
views, the fifth bedroom has mountain and sunset views.
The bright and airy large salon has a distinctively ‘Colonial’ feel
about it and is furnished with modern leather chairs and sofas
and there are large glass sliding doors on each side which allow
the natural breeze to flow through the Villa and give a feeling of
outdoor living indoors. On one side, there is a dining room with
retractable windows with panoramic views of the countryside,
while the other side enjoys the enchanting sea views. Terraces
with beautiful outdoor furniture to the front of the salon look over
the lovely infinity pool and its smooth wooden decking.
Sperone is a small piece of paradise only a short drive along the
scenic route to the famous town of Bonifacio, and a 30 minute
drive from Port Vecchio. Corsica is a great destination with miles
of beaches, coves and turquoise crystal clear water.
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